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Practices nurturing renewal
protect a space  
for spontaneous composition

reo
rganization

relea
se

Practices slowing release

create buffers and 
strengthen connections
to larger scale systems
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why does the “capital”
 go back up in the alpha phase?

and then drop down for the  
beginning of the “r” phase?
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rigidity
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elements can’t 
connect so can’t 
become a system

system can’t 
connect to its 

medium 

capacity to form 
relationships:  

“self-organize”

Resilience?
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Resilience

“Resilience is the property of a material to 
absorb energy when it is deformed 
elastically  and then, upon unloading to have 
this energy recovered.”

“Resilience is a term that has been 
borrowed from the more exact 
sciences ...”

resilience is the rate  
at which a system returns 
to stability following a 
perturbation

assumes the remaining elements conserve 
those relations that will reinstate what  
we recognize as “that system”

Resilience is a broad, multifaceted, and 
loosely organized cluster of concepts, 
each one related to some aspect 
of the interplay of transformation and persistence. 

Carpenter and Brock, 2008



On what basis do we distinguish 
the system that persists through various changes?

of what?
Persistence

persistence with respect to  
some thing or quality 
we consider relevant
while others may change

persistence with respect to  
some thing or quality 
we consider relevant
while others may change

or relationship



We compose “dimensionality” 
having lived the dynamics process 
of changing perspectives.

our heritage in systemic cognition
includes navigation in a landscape

experienced as a coherent yet diverse whole

We distinguish and name
these relevant bits of experience.

As we coordinate with others,  
we parse and chunk our experience.

These named ‘chunks” become the “things” in language

We know they are not “everything” ...
that we know we need experience to navigate well.

If we know a similar landscape,
we imagine the elements in that context
and act accordingly.

If we know the landscape,
the names evoke the sense of the rest of it.



If we’ve never experienced a landscape

The named chunks become our cultural reality.

and there is a bigger,  
more subtle dynamic

language
accepted 

in a culture

which determines
what sort of world

arises

which 
validates the 

language

influences how 
people see and 
how they act

language 
chunks  

experience

... taken for granted

• frequency
• intensity
• relevance
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sensingacting

changes in medium

sensory-
effector  

coordination

process

result

result

process

result
process

resultprocess

The notions of “process” and “result” 
are partial views when applied to a circular system

cognitive
domain

sensingacting

environmental & 
social domains

behavioural
domain

changes in medium

cohering

accomplishments

consequences 
to others

behaviour

thinking

We are only able to observe limited aspects of the system. 

systemic 
thinking

    language
  & rational  
thinking

cohering

changes in medium
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sensingacting

what we consider
“thinking” is only

one aspect of 
our cognitive

processes

language based
thinking is in 

structural coupling
with other aspects
of our cognition

we live in a  dynamic relational 
embeddedness



Resilience
 

The word is a “chunk” in language,
yet it entails many “withins” & “betweens”
added through a history of experiences

what lies 
within and 

between chunks 
varies individually

“chunks” or “names”  
are always simplifications

ambiguities

yet as we gain experience in any landscape 
we learn to attend to some complex regularities

and refer to these as named notions that 
enable coordination of our activities

Cynefin; David Snowden

Sense Making 
v/s 

Categorization simplechaotic

complicatedcomplex

cause and effect relations 
repeatable and 

predictable

cause and effect 
separated over time 

and space

cause and effect are only 
coherent in retrospect 

and do not repeat

no perceivable
cause and effect



simple

complicatedcomplex

chaotic

all problems are 
a failure of process

failures are due to 
inadequate time or
resources

desperate hope
that someone will
have an idea 

see opportunity for 
absolute command  

adminstrators

expertspoliticians

fanatics
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complex

chaotic

Expert 
Mindset

Standard
Operations

Keep
Adapting

Take 
Action

simple

complicated

complex

chaotic after Deborah Frieze

Trail blazers

Illuminators

Protectors

Benefactors

Hospice  
workers
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Linked ecologic / economic / social systems
behave fundamentally differently
than their parts.

It isn’t Science,
it’s Politics.

The “three systems” are 
abstractions from a systemic network
that we are participants in.

Human participation in the ecosystem is  
based on our crisscrossing desires.

Our possibility arises 
through engaging 

in an ethically oriented 
reflexive awareness of 

our complex dynamic flow 
in relational embeddeness.

Thank you!
I welcome conversation.


